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Pennsic “Bored Artists” Collection
Created by the volunteers of the art tent at Pennsic Heralds’ Point. 
Copyright for each item is retained by its original creator.

Permission granted to share for free heraldic use within the SCA.

Artists include Æðelðryð MacGillivray, Angharat Goch verch 
Gwenhover, `Aziza al-Shiraziyya, Celiedh Eiriksdottir, Dorothy 
Mackey, Imayne de Merlowe, Jaqueline de Molieres, Kjalvor 
Sæbjarnardottir, Raziya Bint Rusa, Rozalia Krawczykowa, Stephanie 
Fahey, and Þórý Veðardóttir.

Pennsic Heralds’ Point Artists
Created by the volunteers of the art tent at Pennsic Heralds’ Point. 
Copyright for each item is retained by its original creator.

Taken from submissions of Pennsic XLIV (2015), XLVI (2017), 
XLVII (2018), and XLVIII (2019).

Permission granted to share for free heraldic use within the SCA.
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Digital illustration and layout of this collection was performed by 
Mathghamhain Ua Ruadháin. 

Content, design, and illustrations not specifically credited to others 
are © 2016–2022 Matthew Simon Ryan Cavalletto.

Illustrations with a named artist but no identified source work were 
contributed to this project by their creators, who retain the copyright. 

Artists include Alexandre Saint Pierre, Aliyah bat Azriel, Bahja al-
Azraq, Bróccín MacIvyr, Daya Speyerin, Elizabeth Turner de 
Carlisle, Estelle de la Mer, Iago ab Adam, Jessimond of 
Emerickeskepe, Jon Chesey, Kryss Kostarev, Mathghamhain Ua 
Ruadháin, Muirenn ingen Dunadaig, Niccolo da Palermo, Ræv 
Kolfinnsson, Thomas Eynsham, Þórý Veðardóttir, Ursula 
Messerschmitt, Vémundr Syvursson, and Zubeydah al-Badawiyyah..

This book and those illustrations, unless specified, are distributed 
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 
International (CC BY-SA 4.0) license. 

No attribution is required for non-commercial heraldic or artistic use 
by participants in the SCA or other forms of amateur historic 
recreation. 

Use outside of amateur historical recreation, including commercial 
use, is allowed with appropriate credit, so long as you make the 
resulting work available under the same terms. Contact the editor for 
questions about other uses not explicitly covered here.

Some individual item pages note that their contents are covered by a 
Non-Commercial CC license (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0). For commercial 
use of those items, contact the artists directly for permission.
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